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Summary of Position:
In November 2020 the American people watched as power hungry billionaire oligarchs and deep-state
operatives who wanted to continue their pillaging of America, engaged in the massive election fraud
necessary to manufacture millions of ballots using the corruptible vote-by-mail to steal the election
from President Trump.
Watching this brutal attack on the heart of America galvanized many Oregonians into action. I have
been traveling the State to speak with GOP groups, and every place I have gone people have showered
me with stories of election fraud they have uncovered. This has occurred even in “Red” counties that
heavily vote Republican and which are run by Republicans.
For example:
- a county asking for $1,900 to make a copy of election records that are supposed to be public
record. Then accepting the money and not producing the files.
- A county GOP being asked for $18,000 to receive a copy of election records.
- PCPs in multiple counties telling how their on-the-ground efforts to check voter roles with
homes and addresses are finding huge discrepancies.
All of these investigative efforts are good and necessary, and presumably the State GOP is gathering
and documenting all these results from the County committees. But the horrendous evidence of these
attacks and the corruption of our election system need to be presented very publicly to all Oregonians.
That is why I want to express my support for the idea of having the State GOP sponsor and organize a
multi-day statewide Election Fraud Conference to bring attention and shine a light on this disaster. The
main focus of the conference would be to have all the counties come together and for each to present
their findings for all to see.
Supporting Reasons for Position:
The main focus of the Conference would be to highlight the corruption being uncovered in the State. Each
county which has results could make a 10-15 minutes presentation to the conference. These presentations could
include the following:
- results from investigating county voter registration rolls
- statistical bombshells found in the county voting records
- attempts of government workers to delay or stop election investigation efforts
With regard to the last item, some of the most reprehensible things I have heard have come from people
attempting to work with what are supposed to be public county voting records. County employees have ignored,
delayed, extorted, and broken laws in their patently obvious attempts to keep voting corruption hidden. These
attempts at suppression must also be brought to light.

Another main purpose of the Conference is to bring statewide and national attention to the awful condition of the
vote-by-mail system in Oregon. While it is certainly a useful effort to uncover election fraud in each county, that
is less than half of the battle. The corruption being done in the dark needs to be hit with such a bright light of
exposure that it cannot be ignored or downplayed.
Also important would be to bring people familiar with the fraud together in one place to discuss tactics and
strategies for gathering more evidence and to discuss ways to do away with fraud in Oregon.
A possible Conference schedule that supports the above criteria could look like this:

Day 1:

AM - Keynote speaker
- a nationally known person active in election fraud
PM – County Presentations
- corruption found in county records
- government attempts to block investigations
- Q&A about each presentation

Day 2:

AM – Breakout Sessions
- How to get County Election records
- How to dig into County Election records
- Successful tactics and experiences with cleaning county elections
PM – Election Integrity Plans
- present state GOP plans going forward
- plan Q&A and discussion by conference attendees

To make the conference available to more people, there should not be a registration fee required to attend. This
is such an important subject that we cannot take the chance of excluding someone with valuable documentation
of fraud due to the barrier of money.
I have talked with the planner for State GOP events and she indicated that a multi-day conference like the
statewide GOP Platform Convention for 300 people can cost between $30,000 and $40,000. To help make the
statewide Election Fraud Conference a reality, my campaign pledges $10,000 to fund the conference.
Let's all work together as Republicans to expose the corruption here in Oregon and to help everyone in Oregon
see the need for an open, transparently honest election system to determine the true voice of the people.

